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As catalyst-driven equity strategies make a comeback in Asia, AsiaHedge editor Aradhna Dayal talks to John
Foo, CIO of Singapore-based Kingsmead Asset Management

As catalyst-driven equity strategies make a comeback in Asia, AsiaHedge
editor Aradhna Dayal talks to John Foo, CIO of Singapore-based Kingsmead
Asset Management, on the opportunity set in this high-potential but niche
area, as well on the challenges of a launching a new firm in the current
industry climate of consolidation

What opportunities do you see in the Asian catalyst-driven space
today? 
JF: We cover the Asia ex-Japan region, which includes Australia and India,
apart from the traditional Greater China and ASEAN markets. We are
finding good opportunities in Australia where a pull-back in bank lending,
especially in the mid-cap resource sector, has led to some good M&A
opportunities.

Meanwhile, China and Hong Kong corporates are restructuring to face the
new realities out of China, which include slower growth, less reliance on
exports and a maturing middle-class economy facing higher labour costs.
This is causing corporates to spin off or sell out of low return-on-equity
businesses and consolidate their position by growing globally outside China.
So M&A from Chinese corporates will continue to be a theme for the next
few years.

We are also finding good value in Korea given the large underperformance
of the market (barring Samsung Electronics, which has been a market
favourite). Some conglomerates and industries where Korea has a global
competitive advantage, such as autos, technology and shipbuilding, are
trading at an attractive discount to global peers.

How is your fund capitalising upon some of these opportunities? 
JF: Our fund focuses on value and identifying a catalyst to crystallise this
value. Our goal is to return at least two thirds in an up market compared to
the index, and to lose no more than one third in a down market. On the
short side, we typically use options (when volatility is low) and alpha-driven
stock-specific names to hedge the portfolio. We hardly use any index shorts.

We launched the Kingsmead Asian Alpha Opportunities fund in late March
2012 and returned 17% net of fees in 2012, which was respectable and
outperformed the MSCI Asia ex-Japan indices by a healthy margin. We were
heavily invested in Hong Kong and China towards the second half of 2012
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and that gave us the bulk of these returns.

We were attracted to the improving macro-economics conditions and the
reduction in political risk as the political handover in China came closer in
early November 2012. Stocks, in particular Chinese stocks, were priced to
reflect a GDP growth of 3%-4% in the middle of 2012, which we found to be
overly bearish.

A good example of how we approach things is an investment we made in
Citic Telcom on the long side. This is a Hong Kong-listed telecom services
company, which is active in data services and telecom value-added services,
and holds a 20% stake in Macau Telecom. It is giving investors a 7%
dividend yield, in a net cash position, at 6x P/E and trading below book and
growing earnings at 10-12% a year.

We were happy to own it for the yield and growth when we entered the stock
in June 2012. The company always stated its intention to grow and it finally announced a deal to acquire the remaining shares
of Macau Telecom (80% owned by Cable & Wireless and Portugal Telecom) last year. The stock rerated by 60% last year and
was one of the better performers for us.

Clearly a catalyst-driven Asia strategy is not every investor’s cup of tea. What type of investors is it most suited
for? 
JF: The fund is suited for investors that want consistent good performance – our culture is very entrepreneurial and we have no
bureaucratic obstacles that stifle the creative decision-making process. We have a first-class investment team focused on the
Asian ex-Japan region with the one goal of finding the path to superior performance.

We think that the optimal AUM of the fund to effectively capture alpha in Asia is in the $400-$750 million range. Many
managers over the past couple years have chosen to exit the Asian long/short and event-driven space due to poor performance
and the cost cutting on the sell side, which means little or no coverage of some of the value stocks.

However, it is this combination of less competition and poor sell-side coverage that allows our team (we have a total of four
analysts) to scour the region for these overlooked, underpriced (or overpriced) situations that can generate alpha.

At present, we are seeing significant interest from US, European, Japanese and Middle Eastern institutions that want Asian
exposure but also need to be protected on the down side. We have a niche product that will appeal to investors focusing more on
alpha generation and less on beta chasers.

You came from an institutionalised background at firms such as FrontPoint. With rising barriers to entry,
how difficult or easy is it for managers to set up an institutional-quality shop in Asia? 
JF: Compared to a few years ago, the requirements to set up a new fund have become more stringent. This has resulted in
higher barriers to entry such as a minimum capital requirement and professionals with prior relevant investment management
experience. We are fortunate to have met all the new pre-requisites and are now a registered fund management company with
the Monetary Authority of Singapore.

Apart from having the investment skills and acumen, which are basic ingredients in this business, I was fortunate to have my
team at FrontPoint, which has been working together since 2008, join me. Having people you trust and work well with are
crucial – it gives me peace of mind so I can focus on risk and portfolio management.
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Hiring talented investment analysts with the right entrepreneurial attitude is a constant challenge in Asia. However, our six-year
track record gives us an edge in attracting the right candidates.

What are some of the biggest challenges that a new manager faces today and what is the best way to navigate
them? 
JF: New entrants in Asia face a daunting task in building a credible mid/back office that is of institutional quality. It is the
classic ‘chicken and egg’ problem – if you don’t have a credible mid and back office, no institutions will invest with you; and it
costs to hire high-quality people. Those who are committed to this business must set aside sufficient capital to build a credible
team and have a reputable investment process/strategy to generate alpha – that is the only way to grow these days.

Seed deals are back in vogue, with two recent deals being announced in the market. What are the pros and cons
of the seeding concept? 
JF: Seed capital deals are also quite expensive and uneconomical these days, so a new manager has to weigh carefully whether
or not to take such a deal.

Having been at FrontPoint (within Morgan Stanley’s alternatives division) and previously at one of the largest seeders out of
Europe, I feel that I will not go down the seeder path again. We have been up and running for a year now with fairly good
performance – we have an institutional-quality mid/back office and a four-person investment team that in my mind is first-
class. Instead, we intend building AUM by offering ‘founder class’ discounts to our first few strategic investors.

What are some of the big trends that you see in Asia over the coming year? 
JF: One has to watch for the US economic strength and how this will affect a rise in interest rates and the strength of the US
dollar, which traditionally has been not good for Asian equities.

Tail events to watch out for include North Korea and the continued tensions between Japan and China, as well as the Malaysian
elections. Regulatory tightening of physical property investments in Singapore and Hong Kong is also significant, and will cause
a flow out of physical property investments into the equity market.

Finally, slowing Chinese growth will have implications globally and we believe that outbound Chinese investments will continue.
Domestically, Chinese urbanisation will be a focus of the new China government as it makes a strong effort to stimulate
domestic consumption.
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